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Introduction to the Topic

Main Reading

Very Easy Reading, Third Edition is a 4-level reading series adapted from Compass’s original  
best-selling series. Each unit contains activities to consolidate students’ literacy skills through 
reading comprehension, basic listening, speaking, and writing activities related to the topics of 
each unit. In addition, this new edition features fun chants for fluency and pronunciation practice. 
Most of the chants can be personalized, providing a comfortable environment for students to 
practice using new words from the unit, together with other words they may already know. 
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A Sandwich

Warm-Up
■ What does the boy have?
■ What sandwiches do you like?

5. ____________ is from cows. 

6. My mom ____________ tomato and cheese sandwiches. 

7. I like cheese and ketchup in my sandwiches. It is ____________!

8. I don’t like tomato juice. ____________!

Beef                   Yucky                   makes                   yummy

___________

1. 

___________

2. 

___________

3. 

___________

4. 

Choose the right words for the blanks.

New Words

tomato                   ketchup                   sandwich                   cheese

Track 1

10

A Sandwich

•  What is on the sandwiches?

• Do they look yummy?

Picture Talk 

I make a sandwich.

I like beef on my sandwich!

I like cheese, too.

My mother likes tomatoes.

I don’t like tomatoes. Yucky!

But I like ketchup.

I like ketchup on my sandwich!

Yummy!

Time: ______________ / 34 words

Enjoy the chant! (Go to page 74.) Track 3

Track 2

How to Use This Book

  Warm-Up
    Each unit starts with a picture and two warm-up 

questions to get students thinking about the topic.  
The Warm-Up also introduces the main target words 
for the unit. Because answers may vary, a sample 
solution is provided in the answer key.

  New Words
    This section introduces new words which appear in 

the unit. Students are prepared for the language they 
will encounter in the main reading passage. Students 
match the words with the appropriate picture or fill in 
the blanks in the sentences provided.

  Reading Passage
    The reading passages consist of a variety of engaging 

fiction and nonfiction readings. Students may listen to 
and read along with the passage, gaining familiarity 
with the intonation and rhythms of the spoken text.

  Picture Talk
    Students answer two questions about the content of 

the accompanying picture.

  Chant
    Each unit has a unique chant. Students can have fun 

making gestures as they listen and speak. 
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Post-Reading Activities

Consolidation Activities

11

Reading Questions?

Look at the reading. Write the word. Draw a line to the right picture.

Do It

2. ____________ ●

3. ____________ ●

4. ____________ ●

1. ____________ ●

Mom likes . . .

I like . . .
a●

b●

c●

d●

Answer the questions about the reading. Choose the best answer.

1. What is the story about?  

 a. Going to the store  b. Liking bread
 c. Making a sandwich  d. Eating ketchup

2. What does he like on his sandwich?

 a. Cheese and tomatoes b. Beef and tomatoes
 c. Beef, cheese, and ketchup d. Beef, cheese, and tomatoes
 

3. _______ likes tomatoes.

 a. His mother b. His father
 c. He and his mother  d. He

12

1 2 3

Write the word that matches the picture.

1. Red ____________ are yummy.

2. They ____________ sandwiches.

3. My dad likes ____________.

Write It

Circle the right word.

1. My mother (like / doesn’t like) beef on her sandwich. It is yucky.

2. I (like / doesn’t like) beef with ketchup. It’s yummy.

3. I (likes / don’t like) tomatoes. Yucky!

4. I (like / don’t like) sandwiches. They are yummy.

Practice It

Which word do you hear? Circle it.

1. cheese / tomatoes

2. beef / ketchup

3. yucky / yummy

4. doesn’t like / likes

Listen for It 

Words
●	make
●	tomatoes
●	beef

Track 4

  Reading Questions
    After reading, students answer questions about the 

main idea of the reading, details, and inferred ideas. 

  Do It
    A variety of activities including matching, ordering, 

and filling in the gap provide an additional reading 
comprehension check.

  Practice It
    Students complete a variety of activities based on the 

grammar points introduced in the reading passage.

  Listen for It
    Students practice their listening skills with activities 

based on the unit’s language and theme, plus 
recycled vocabulary from earlier units.

  Write It
    Students use the words and picture provided to 

complete three sentences. 

  Review Game
    Four sets of review activities, each covering three units,  

are available as additional practice of the words and 
expressions from the books. 
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A Sandwich

•  What is on the sandwiches?

• Do they look yummy?
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I make a sandwich.
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Reading Questions?

Look at the reading. Write the word. Draw a line to the right picture.
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1 2 3

Write the word that matches the picture.

1. Red ____________ are yummy.

2. They ____________ sandwiches.

3. My dad likes ____________.

Write It

Circle the right word.

1. My mother (like / doesn’t like) beef on her sandwich. It is yucky.

2. I (like / doesn’t like) beef with ketchup. It’s yummy.

3. I (likes / don’t like) tomatoes. Yucky!
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